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The key parameter to discuss the possibility of the pion condensation in nuclear matter, i.e. the
so-called Landau-Migdal parameter g′, was extracted by measuring the double-differential cross
sections for the (p, n) reaction at 216 MeV/u on a neutron-rich doubly magic unstable nucleus,
132Sn with the quality comparable to data taken with stable nuclei. The extracted strengths for
Gamow-Teller transitions from 132Sn leading to 132Sb exhibit the GT giant resonance (GTR) at the
excitation energy of 16.3 ± 0.4(stat.) ± 0.4(syst.) MeV with the width of Γ = 4.7 ± 0.8 MeV. The
integrated GT strength up to Ex = 25 MeV is S−

GT
= 53±5(stat.) +11

−10(syst.), corresponding to 56%
of Ikeda’s sum rule of 3(N − Z) = 96. The present result accurately constrains the Landau-Migdal
parameter as g′ = 0.68±0.07, thanks to the high sensitivity of the GTR energy to g′. In combination
with previous studies on the GTR for 90Zr and 208Pb, the result of this work shows the constancy
of this parameter in the nuclear chart region with (N − Z)/A = 0.11 to 0.24 and A = 90 to 208.

A giant resonance (GR) is a collective oscillation mode
of an atomic nucleus and also a feature of quantum many-
body systems [1]. The Gamow-Teller (GT) giant reso-
nance (GTR) is the oscillation in the spin and isospin
degrees of freedom, without changes in the spatial wave
function [2–8]. The GTR has attracted strong inter-
ests [7, 8] as an experimental method for calibrating the
interaction causing the pion condensation predicted by
Migdal, a candidate of phase transitions in nuclear mat-
ter such as the interior of a neutron star [9]. In addition,
the GT excitations are closely related to weak processes
of astrophysical and fundamental interests [10, 11].

Occurrence of the pion condensation is dictated by the
spin-isospin interaction in the nuclear medium, whose be-

havior is very characteristic in terms of the interaction
ranges: The spin-isospin interaction, through its long-
range and attractive component, facilitates pion conden-
sation. However, through its short-range and repulsive
component, it hampers the onset of this phase transition.
Theoretically, the long-range and attractive component
comes from the one pion-exchange potential and can be
described relatively well. In contrast, the short-range
and repulsive component contains the effects of complex
phenomena occurring in that range, which are central to
better understanding nuclear many-body theories [12].

Instead of solving complex many-body problems,
Migdal represented the strength of the short-range com-
ponent by a simple constant called the Landau-Migdal
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(LM) parameter g′ [9, 13]. Despite of its simplicity, g′

well characterizes the phase diagram of nuclear matter.
Pion condensation occurs if g′ is smaller than a certain
critical value (g′c), which can be derived relatively easily
as g′c = 0.3 to 0.5 for isospin-symmetric nuclear matter
at nuclear saturation density [13].
In exchange for simplicity, however, theoretical predic-

tions of g′, which contains all the complexity of the short-
range component, are very challenging and the value
must be evaluated experimentally. Essentially, the col-
lectivity of the GTR comes only from the short-range
component of the spin-isospin interaction. As a result,
the GTR energy increases with the increase of g′, thereby
serving as a sensitive probe of g′.
In this Letter, we report data on the GTR in 132Sn

by using the charge-exchange (CE) (p, n) reaction with
an RI beam to provide a new and rare calibration point
for g′ in the wide nuclear chart including unstable nuclei.
The measurement demonstrates that accurate informa-
tion about isovector spin-flip giant resonances can be ob-
tained for unstable nuclei by using this probe, including
key cases such as doubly magic 132Sn.
At present, the most reliable calibration on g′ is

given by the GTR data on a doubly magic stable nu-
cleus 208Pb [14]. For a given change in g′, the GTR-
energy shift is proportional to the isospin asymmetry
(N − Z)/A [15]. Because of its large isospin asymme-
try of (N − Z)/A = 0.21, the GTR in 208Pb provides a
good way to calibrate g′. In Ref. [14], g′ was adjusted
as g′ = 0.64 to reproduce the measured GT strength dis-
tribution for 208Pb over a wide excitation energy region
including the GTR with the random phase approxima-
tion (RPA).
This method is considered to be reliable but the appli-

cation is limited to doubly magic nuclei because of the
use of the RPA. With the same method, the GTR of an-
other doubly magic nucleus 90Zr is also examined, giving
a slightly smaller but consistent g′ value, 0.6 ± 0.1 [16].
However, the sensitivity of the GTR in 90Zr is weaker by
a factor of two because of the smaller isospin asymme-
try (N − Z)/A = 0.11. There have been also discussions
based on the energy-weighted sum rule, which surpris-
ingly show a large variation of g′: g′ = 0.490 (48Ca),
0.595 (90Zr), and 0.722 (208Pb) [15].
Consequently, it is an open question whether the value

of g’ extracted from 208Pb is valid across the chart of
nuclei and whether it could go below g′c. A major un-
certainty in the extraction of g′ comes from the pertur-
bation of the GT strength distribution by single-particle
structure effects [17]. In combination with the fact that
the single-particle structure effects are stronger in lighter
nuclei, the lower sensitivity makes it more difficult to ex-
tract g′ from the light nuclei compared to heavy closed-
shell systems [17]. The study of 132Sn provides an im-
portant calibration point for g′. Like 208Pb it is doubly
magic and it has an even higher isospin asymmetry of

0.24.
Experimentally, the CE (p, n) reaction at intermedi-

ate energies (>∼ 100 MeV/u) is a powerful tool to study
the GT transition thanks to the proportionality relation
between the zero angular-momentum transfer (∆L = 0)
cross section at a foward angle [σ∆L=0(q, ω)] and the cor-
responding GT strength B(GT) [18],

σ∆L=0(q, ω) = σ̂GTF (q, ω)B(GT). (1)

Here, σ̂GT is the GT unit cross section and F (q, ω) repre-
sents the dependence of σ∆L=0(0

◦) on the momentum (q)
and energy (ω) transfers. F (q, ω) takes the value of unity
at the limit of q = 0 and gradually changes as a function
of q. By using this proportionality, one can extract the
GT transition strengths over a wide excitation-energy re-
gion including the region of the GTR.
For studying the CE reactions on 132Sn, we employed

a technique for measuring (p, n) reactions in inverse kine-
matics recently developed [19, 20]. In this technique one
can obtain excitation-energy spectra over a wide energy
region with good statistics by using the missing-mass
spectroscopy with a thick target. In this work, the tech-
nique was further developed such that many relevant de-
cay channels after the CE reaction can be measured in a
single magnetic rigidity setting with the large acceptance
spectrometer SAMURAI [21].
The experiment was performed at Radioactive Isotope

Beam Factory (RIBF) in RIKEN. A cocktail beam con-
taining 132Sn was produced by projectile fragmentation
of a 238U primary beam at 345 MeV/u colliding with a
4-mm thick 9Be target. The total intensity of the beam
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FIG. 1. A schematic view of the experimental setup around
the hydrogen target (a). A PID plot produced with the
SAMURAI spectrometer associated with the 132Sn incoming
beam (b).
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was 1.4 × 104 pps and the purity of 132Sn was about
45%. In the present data analysis, events associated
with 132Sn incoming beam particles were selected. The
secondary beam was transported onto an 11-mm thick
liquid hydrogen target. The target had an average thick-
ness of 70.9 mg/cm3 and was contained by 19-µm thick
Havar foils. The beam energy at the target midpoint was
216 MeV/u.

Figure 1(a) shows the setup around the target. Recoil
neutrons from the (p, n) reaction were detected using the
WINDS neutron detector [22, 23]. The scattering an-
gles (θlab) from 20◦ to 122◦ in the laboratory frame were
covered. The neutron energy (En) was determined by
measuring the neutron time of flight (TOF). The light-
output threshold was set to 40 keVee (electron equiva-
lent). Neutron-detection efficiencies, ranging from 70%
at En = 0.6 MeV to 50% at En = 4 MeV, were calcu-
lated using the simulation code geant4 [24]. The valid-
ity of the simulations was confirmed by comparing with
measured efficiencies using a 252Cf fission source.

For tagging the CE-reaction channel, the residues were
analyzed by the SAMURAI spectrometer [21]. The mag-
netic field of the spectrometer was set to 2.54 T. The
particle identification (PID) was performed through the
TOF-Bρ-∆E method (see Ref. [23] for details). Us-
ing the PID plot shown in Fig. 1(b), events associated
with 128−132Sb isotopes were selected, covering the decay
channels by 1n–4n emissions after the (p, n) reaction.

The excitation energy (Ex) and center-of-mass scatter-
ing angle (θc.m.) were reconstructed from the measured
En and θlab values. The excitation-energy resolution
∆Ex varies from 1.0 MeV to 2.5 MeV (FWHM) with
increasing θc.m. from 2◦ to 10◦. Background events due
to reactions on the target-cell windows and beam detec-
tors were evaluated from measurements with an empty
target cell. A second source of background was due to
neutrons hitting WINDS indirectly after scattering off
surrounding objects [19, 20]. This background was esti-
mated and subtracted in the same manner as described
in Refs. [19, 20] by using 132Sb →

127Sb + 5n events,
because 127Sb cannot be created in the decay of 132Sb
excited to energies under consideration.

The left panel of Fig. 2 shows the obtained double-
differential cross sections for the 132Sn(p, n) reaction at
216 MeV/u. The data points represent the sums of the
events associated with the detection of 128−132Sb in the
SAMURAI spectrometer. It should be noted that the
decay branches associated with one-proton emission to
131Sn were found to be small: 7 ± 4% for Ex = 12–
20 MeV. In this analysis, these small contributions are
neglected. Since the excitation-energy resolution deterio-
rated with increasing scattering angle, for the purpose of
multi-pole decomposition analysis (MDA) described be-
low, the spectra were smeared with Gaussians to achieve
a resolution of 2.5 MeV (FWHM) at each angle, as done

in Refs. [19, 20].

To apply the proportionality, the ∆L = 0 contributions
must be isolated from contributions with ∆L > 0. This
was done by performing an MDA [8]. The experimen-
tal angular distribution of the differential cross section
for each excitation energy bin was fitted with a linear
combination of theoretical angular distributions associ-
ated with ∆L = 0, 1, and 2, as shown in the right panels
of Fig. 2. The theoretical angular distributions were ob-
tained by employing the DWIA formalism described in
Ref. [25] with the use of the computer code crdw, in
conjunction with the effective interaction from Ref. [26]
and optical potentials from Refs. [27–29]. Transition den-
sities based on the RPA formalism described in Ref. [14]
were used, as described below. The MDA result in Fig. 2
shows that the yield at forward angles is predominantly
due to GT (∆L = 0) transitions for excitation energies
up to 20 MeV. Above that, there are contributions from
dipole ∆L = 1 and quadrupole ∆L = 2 excitations.

The extracted B(GT) distribution is shown in
Fig. 3(a). The value of σ̂GT was set to 2.7 ±

0.5 mb/sr based on the mass-number dependence studied
at 200 MeV [30]. The kinematic factor F was obtained
through the above mentioned DWIA calculations. The
spectrum clearly exhibits a strong GTR peak at 16 MeV
with a shoulder structure around 12 MeV. The spectrum
includes a contribution from the isobaric analog state
(IAS) of the 132Sn ground state in 132Sb. The IAS peak
position was estimated to be EIAS = 15.6 ± 0.2 MeV
by using the phenomenological function [31]. The IAS
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contribution corresponding to the GT strength unit was
estimated as 1.8± 0.2 from the Fermi sum rule strength
of N − Z = 32. Here we took into account the ratio of
the Fermi unit cross section, σ̂F = 0.15 mb/sr [30], to
the σ̂GT value, 2.7 mb/sr. The contribution of the un-
observed one-proton emission branch to the IAS, ∼0.18
in the GT strength unit, was neglected. The shaded
bands represent the systematic uncertainties, which are
dominated by the uncertainties in the background sub-
traction (< 15%), the efficiency correction (< 15%), and
the input parameters of the DWIA calculation (< 3%).
The total strength up to Ex = 25 MeV is S−

GT =
53 ± 5(stat.)+11

−10(syst.), where the IAS contribution has
been already subtracted and the uncertainty in σ̂GT is
not included. The systematic uncertainty is mainly due
to the uncertainties in the background subtraction and
the efficiency correction. The present total strength cor-
responds to 56 ± 5(stat.)+11

−10(syst.)% of the non-energy-
weighted sum-rule value (so-called Ikeda’s sum rule) of
3(N − Z) = 96, which is consistent with the systematics
in stable nuclei [6].

The GTR energy was obtained to be EGT = 16.3 ±

0.4(stat.) ± 0.4(syst.) MeV, where the first and second
uncertainties are the statistical and systematic uncertain-
ties, respectively. The main sources of the systematic un-
certainty come from the uncertainty of the beam energy
(∼ 0.24 MeV) and the fitting procedure (∼ 0.2 MeV).
Figure 3(b) shows the fitting results used for determin-
ing the centroid value. Here, three components, the
GTR, the lower-lying shoulder, and the IAS are consid-
ered. For the GTR and shoulder components, in order to
take into account the experimental energy resolution of
∆Ex = 2.5 MeV, we used a Voigt function. A Gaussian
function was used for the IAS contribution. The width of
the GTR was estimated to be Γ = 4.7± 0.8 MeV, which
is close to those of the stable Sn isotopes [32]. We note
that the extraction of the resonance parameters in this
work has similar quality to data from measurements with
stable beams in forward kinematics [14, 16, 32, 33], which
has never been realized in past studies of GRs with RI
beams [34, 35] in terms of the uncertainties of the derived
resonance parameters.

The LM parameter, g′, was deduced by comparing
the data with theoretical strength distributions assum-
ing different g′ values, as shown with curves in Fig. 3(a).
Herein, we followed the exactly same method as in
Refs. [14, 16]: The continuum RPA [8] is used for the
description of the response properties, and the single-
particle energy levels taken from experimental data for
the static structure properties. The π+ρ+g′ model inter-
action [8] was employed as an effective interaction. In the
present model, the LM contact interaction includes the
coupling to the ∆ particle calibrated in Ref. [8]. Single-
particle wave functions were generated by a Woods-
Saxon (WS) potential with r0 = 1.27 fm, a0 = 0.67 fm,
and VSO = 7.5 MeV [31]. The depths of the WS poten-
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FIG. 3. Extracted GT strength distribution in 132Sb and the
comparison with the RPA calculation with the π+ρ+g′ inter-
action model with different g′ values of 0.30, 0.50, 0.68, and
0.90 (a). (b) shows the result of fitting procedure described
in the text. The shaded area indicates the contribution from
the IAS. (c) shows the same as (a) but for the comparison
with self-consistent nuclear-model calculations.

tials for neutrons and protons were adjusted to reproduce
the separation energies of 0h11/2 and 0g9/2 orbits [36],
respectively. Here, a factor of 0.85 is multiplied to the
calculated spectrum for comparison with data. The cal-
culated GTR energy changes as a function of g′. The
calculations with g′ = g′c at saturation density, 0.3–0.5,
are rejected by this comparison. Rather it clearly shows
that g′ is larger than g′c. The g′ value best reproducing
the data is g′ = 0.68 ± 0.07. The overall structure of
the calculated spectrum best fits with the data at this g′

value. The uncertainty is due to the experimental peak
energy (∼ 0.05) and the input for the theoretical calcula-
tion (∼ 0.05). The theoretical uncertainty was estimated
by changing the WS potentials for the single particle wave
functions. The present g′ value is close to the values of
90Zr (0.6± 0.1) [16] and 208Pb (0.64) [14].

In the above approach, the static structure of nu-
clei is treated separately from the response and, as
a result, there may be some fluctuation in the ex-
tracted g′ values depending on individual nuclei. A
way to avoid such problems is to use self-consistent nu-
clear models [17, 37–39], in which the static structure
and response of various nuclei are treated within the
same framework. Shown in Fig. 3(c) are self-consistent
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model calculations performed using the relativistic time-
blocking approximation (RTBA) [38, 40], relativistic
RPA (RRPA) [39, 41], and RPA with particle-vibration
coupling (RPA+PVC) [37], which have been smeared
to take into account the experimental resolution. The
RRPA does not include higher-order effects such as PVC,
while the others do. Therefore the RRPA has a narrower
GTGR peak. The RTBA calculation uses the NL3 inter-
action model, whose g′ is fixed at 0.6 to reproduce the
GTR energy in 208Pb [42]. In the RRPA and RPA+PVC
calculations, there is no parameter directly correspond-
ing to g′ and the model parameters are fixed using the
ground-state properties of heavy nuclei. All of these cal-
culations reproduce the GT energy in 132Sn with a differ-
ence better than 1 MeV, as shown in Fig. 3(c). We note
that these calculations also reproduced the GTR energy
in 90Zr [39, 43, 44]. The 1-MeV shift in the GTR energy
corresponds to the shift in g′, δg′ ∼ 0.08, which is much
smaller than the variation reported in Ref. [15]. This in-
dicates g′ or the set of the model parameters equivalent
to g′ in these models is almost constant, at least within
the region between 90Zr, 132Sn, and 208Pb.

The shoulder around 11 MeV is reproduced in the
RTBA and the continuum RPA calculations. The
RPA+PVC and RRPA calculations exhibit a bump
about 3 MeV lower than in the data. In the continuum
RPA, the shoulder is primarily due to contributions from
one-particle one-hole excitations in the g orbits. In the
RRPA and RPA+PVC calculations, there is a relatively
strong contribution from d orbits. In the RTBA calcu-
lation, there are no predominant configurations and the
coherence between different configurations is not obvi-
ous [45]. Clearly, the low-energy weakly collective part of
the GT distribution is very sensitive to details of the shell
structure in the models. We note that the shell-model
calculation in Ref. [38] reproduces the GTR equally well
as the self-consistent model calculations, which will help
the understanding of the shell structures.

In summary, the double-differential cross sections for
the 132Sn(p, n) reaction at 216 MeV/u were measured.
In the experiment, we demonstrated that information
about the strength distribution of isovector spin-flip gi-
ant resonances can be obtained from (p, n) experiments
in inverse kinematics with RI beams, being similar in
quality to that obtained from experiments with stable
target in forward kinematics. The GTR was observed at
Ex = 16.3 ± 0.4(stat.) ± 0.4(syst.) MeV with the width
of Γ = 4.7 ± 0.8 MeV. The integrated B(GT) up to
Ex = 25 MeV is S−

GT = 53 ± 5(stat.) +11
−10(syst.), corre-

sponding to 56% of Ikeda’s sum-rule of 3(N − Z) = 96.
The present data constrains the LM parameter of 132Sn
as g′ = 0.68 ± 0.07, which is close to the calibration
value 0.64 for the 208Pb case with the same theoretical
framework. Three different self-consistent nuclear mod-
els calibrated by the 208Pb GTR data all reproduce the
GTR energy of 132Sn within the difference of 1 MeV cor-

responding to a small shift of δg′ ∼ 0.08. Consequently,
g′ appears to be almost constant in the region of nuclear
chart situated between 90Zr, 132Sn, and 208Pb. Assuming
that g′ is a function of the isospin asymmetry (N−Z)/A
and the mass number A, this also means that g′ is con-
stant in the range from (N − Z)/A = 0.11 − 0.24 and
from A = 90 to 208. If the present g′ value is kept to be
constant up to the extreme of (N − Z)/A = 1, it is con-
sidered that the pion condensation should occur around
two times of normal nuclear density, which can be re-
alized in a neutron star with a mass of 1.4 times that
of the sun [8]. For the future, it is essential to inves-
tigate if such a constant behavior of g′ is valid for even
broader isospin range to understand the possibility of the
pion condensation fully. For that, we plan to apply the
current method to a longer Sn isotopic chain including
proton-rich isotopes near 100Sn, where (N − Z)/A = 0,
as well as neutron-rich nuclei beyond the present limit
(N − Z)/A = 0.24.
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